Mayor’s Message
I warmly commend and thank all partners for supporting
the progress of Iloilo City and for sharing your valuable
time, effort and resources with us in this successful
culmination of the Community Based Adaptation and
Resilience Against Disasters (CBARAD II) Project.
Our new initiative inspired by our Japanese friends, from
the CITYNET Yokohama Project Office, City of Yokohama,
and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), is
truly significant as we showcase disaster preparedness
endeavors in this vibrant and livable metropolis.
Indeed, we have been given a great opportunity to share
stories, exchange ideas, and implement best practices geared toward continued progress and
sustainable development.
Our quest to improve our city has paved the way for remarkable innovations and achievements
in various sectors. All these accomplishments are dedicated to providing our people with a
better, resilient, and quality life. There may be no concrete formula for perfection, but central to
all the initiatives, I believe, are our people.
We have undergone trainings, simulations and even bought equipment for emergency purposes,
hoping that these will strengthen our resolve.
We have gotten the best knowledge about disasters, especially from the leaders, decisionmakers, movers and shakers of our future.
Our common goal is to strengthen this momentum, with your help, especially for our children.
Our gratitude also goes to our dynamic public-private-community partnership and strong
stakeholders’ support for the City Government’s disaster-related programs, projects and
services.
We have brought out the best of our vulnerable sectors including youth, persons with
disabilities, and senior citizens to serve as front-liners and key players in inclusive antidisaster undertakings.
We are now more focused on preparedness, prevention, and mitigation measures on disasters,
calamities and hazards. We are better prepared, more cooperative and united with our
response to urgent situations.
Together, let us work and strive harder as one community to make Iloilo City ever resilient.
I am Iloilo. Proud to be Filipino!

Jed Patrick E. Mabilog
Mayor, Iloilo City Government
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I. Acronyms & Abbreviations
ADPI 		
Association of Disabled
		Persons-Iloilo
AED 		
Automated External Defibrillator
BDRRMC
Barangay Disaster Risk
		
Reduction and Management
		Council
BDRRMP
Barangay Disaster Risk
		
Reduction and Management
		Plan
BFP 		
Bureau of Fire Protection
CBARAD
Community Based Adaptation
		
and Resilience Against Disasters
CBDRRM
Community Based Disaster
		
Risk Reduction Management
CBDRR 		
Community Based Disaster
		Risk Reduction
CBMS 		
Community Based Monitoring
		System
CBRA 		
Community Based Risk
		Assessment
CDRRMC
City Disaster Risk Reduction
		
and Management Council
CDRRMO
City Disaster Risk Reduction
		
and Management Office
CDRRMP
City Disaster Risk Reduction
		
and Management Plan
CENRO 		
City Environment and Natural
		
Resources Office
CHED 		
Commission on Higher
		Education
CPDO 		
City Planning and Development
		
Office
CPU 		
Central Philippine University
CSWDO		
City Social Welfare and
		
Development Office
CWTS		
Civic Welfare Training Service
CYO		
CITYNET Yokohama Project
		
Office
DILG 		
Department of Interior and
		Local Government
DRR 		
Disaster Risk Reduction
DRRM 		
Disaster Risk Reduction and
		Management
DSWD		
Department of Social Welfare
		and Development
EMS 		
Emergency Medical System
EWS 		
Early Warning System

FSCAP		
Federation of Senior Citizens
		
Associations of the Philippines
GEJE 		
Great East Japan Earthquake
GEOC 		
General Emergency Operations
		Center
GIS 		
Geographic Information System
IEC 		
Information Education and
		Communication
JBLFMU
John B. Lacson Foundation
		Maritime University
JICA 		
Japan International Cooperation
		Agency
KABALAKA
Kahublagan sa barangay para
		
sa Lapnagon ngan Kahandaan
		
sa Kalamidad (Movement in the
		
barangay for widespread
		disaster preparedness)
LDRRMF
Local Disaster Risk Reduction
		
and Management Fund
LGU 		
Local Government Unit
LTS 		
Literacy Training Services
MOV 		
Means of Verification
MOU		
Memorandum of Understanding
NDCM 		
National Disaster Consciousness
		Month
NDRRMC
National Disaster Risk Reduction
		
and Management Council
OCD 		
Office of Civil Defense
LDRRMF
Local Disaster Risk Reduction
		
and Management Fund
PCVA 		
Participatory Capacity and
		Vulnerability Assessment
PDAO		
Persons with Disabilities
		
Affairs Office
PDM 		
Project Design Matrix
PHIVOLCS
Philippine Institute of
		
Volcanology and Seismology
PNP		
Philippines National Police
PRA		
Participatory Risk Assessment
PWD 		
Persons with Disabilities
RA 		
Republic Act
TAV 		
Technical Advisory Visit
TWG 		
Technical Working Group
WVSU-COC
West Visayas State University 		
College of Communications
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II. Executive Summary

II. Executive Summary
The threat of natural disasters, climatic
and seismic, is increasing globally and
is particularly pronounced in middle and
low income cities across the Asia Pacific
Region. The City of Iloilo, in partnership
with the CITYNET Yokohama Project Office
and the City of Yokohama, under the JICA
technical cooperation for grassroots
project, implemented the Community
Based Adaptation and Resiliency Against
Disasters (CBARAD) Project from 2012-17
over two phases. CBARAD devised effective
community-level adaptation and resiliency
schemes in the City of Iloilo and increased
the awareness levels of citizens in order to
create self-sustaining communities.
In 2008 Typhoon Frank caused widespread
damage and loss of lives in the City of Iloilo.
The worst hit district of the city was Jaro
where flood waters reached over two meters
causing most of the houses to be submerged.
The flood water also affected much of the
farmland in and around the city.
To strengthen resiliency against disasters,
particularly floods, the City of Iloilo sent
a request to Yokohama City for support to
develop programs that would enable the
residents and the City Government to be
better prepared. As a result, the five-year
4 CBARAD Project - Completion Report

project has helped develop eight ordinances
and resolutions and a number of localized
initiatives such as hazard maps, evacuation
maps and protocols, disaster education
programs for schools, profiling of vulnerable
groups, development of the CDRRMC and
BDRRMC, establishment of an early warning
system, among others. One of the key
features of the CBARAD Project includes
the establishment of a disaster education
learning center named KABALAKA Gallery
where people can learn about ways to prevent
and mitigate disasters.
The project has also fostered coordination
between various stakeholders including
academic institutions and the private sector.
Through CBARAD, Iloilo has worked to create
effective community-level adaptation and
resiliency schemes, while increasing citizen
awareness. The main goal of the CBARAD
Project was to increase the capacities of
citizens and for the City Government to
develop self-sustaining communities that can
prevent, prepare, and respond to disasters,
along with the creation of a systematic
operation for the CDRRMC.
This report includes information and data up
until January 2017.

III. Introduction

III. Introduction
a. Background

Iloilo City is a member of CITYNET and had a
working relationship with Yokohama prior to
the start of the CBARAD Project. Yokohama
had previously implemented a project
along Iloilo River that focused on providing
alternative livelihoods to fishermen.
Previous projects funded by JICA had also
enhanced Iloilo’s resiliency against flooding
through the construction of a river floodway
and the broadening some of Iloilo’s key
rivers. JICA also assisted Iloilo in engaging
with communities in order to develop hazard
maps and reduce hazard vulnerabilities. Iloilo
recognized the importance of increasing
the capacities of communities in order to
minimize the damage caused by potential
hazards, which is what paved the way for the
CBARAD Project. Natural disasters are not
isolated events and can lead to many postdisaster issues such as disease. It is vital for
local communities to not only understand
associated risks, but also to know how to act
accordingly in order to minimize potential
hazards.
In 2010, CITYNET organized a workshop on
climate change adaptation in Yokohama.
At the workshop, Mayor Mabilog of Iloilo
presented his city’s recovery since the

devastating Typhoon Frank in 2008. He
described many local-level adaptations and
improvements that had been made while
also highlighting the continued need to
increase community resiliency to disasters
in Iloilo. At the workshop Mayor Mabilog
requested Yokohama’s support in developing
a collaborative project to build the DRR
capacities of communities in Iloilo.
A proposal for the CBARAD Project was
presented to JICA by the City of Yokohama
and the CITYNET Yokohama Project Office.
The project was granted and began in August
2012.

b. Overview of Iloilo

Iloilo is the regional center of the Western
Visayas and located on the southern shores
of Panay Island in the Philippines.
The city is vulnerable to both natural and
human-induced hazards that can impact
the city’s population and urban ecosystems.
Due to its geographical location, the city has
suffered immense flood damage throughout
its history. Numerous typhoons or tropical
cyclones make landfall in Iloilo every year; for
example, 20% of Philippine tropical cyclones
affect the Iloilo City region.

CBARAD Project - Completion Report 5
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Land Area:
7,834 hectares
Population:
447,992 (2015)
Barangay:
180
Districts:
7
Topography:
Flood plain, 2 rivers, & 1
		estuary

c. Hazards Affecting Iloilo
Natural Hazards in Iloilo
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Typhoons
Storm surges
Floods
Earthquakes
Tsunamis
Liquefaction
Rising sea levels

Human-induced Hazards in Iloilo
• Saltwater intrusion
• Groundwater contamination
• Fire

Examples of Vulnerabilities in Iloilo

• 155 fire-prone barangays
• 25 coastal barangays prone to storm surges
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Typhoon Frank was the most devastating
typhoon to ever hit the city. From June 1823, 2008, Typhoon Frank bombarded Iloilo
with severe winds and heavy rainfall. Iloilo
was devastated by flash flooding, which
submerged 80% of the city. The typhoon
claimed numerous lives and caused millions
of dollars worth of property damage as floods
washed away homes, possessions, and
drowned residents in low-lying areas.

Impacts of Typhoon Frank

• 196-234 million cubic meters of run-off
water drained into Iloilo
• 254,275 persons affected
• 28 casualties
• 170 injured
• USD 16.41 million in economic damages

Environmental Damages

• 2.2 million cubic meters of soil eroded from
watershed areas
• 70,760 trees damaged

IV. Project Framework of CBARAD I & II

IV. Project Framework of CBARAD I & II

• Promotion of inclusive and collaborative
DRR work.
• Creation of innovative DRR resources.
• Strengthening governance institutions
understanding of risk.

• Investing in economic, social, cultural and
environmental resilience.
• Preparedness for effective response
and building back better in recovery and
reconstruction.

CBARAD I Project Framework

Resource Group
City of Yokohama
Plus Arts
TRnet
CYO
CITYNET Members

JICA

Iloilo City
Government

5 Pilot Barangays
Balabago
Buntatala
Calubihan
Dungon A
San Isidro
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IV. Project Framework of CBARAD I & II

CBARAD II Project Framework

Resource Group

City of Yokohama
Plus Arts
TRnet
CYO
CITYNET Members
Yokohama City University

Iloilo City Government

Component I
CDRRMC/
CDRRMO

Component II
Vulnerable
Groups

Component III
Academic
Institutions &
Communities

JICA
5 Pilot Barangays
( Phase I)

CBARAD I in Numbers

CBARAD II in Numbers*

Trainings & Workshops: 28

Trainings & Workshops: 77

Study Visits to Japan: 1

Study Visits to Japan: 2

Meetings, Dialogues & Consultations: 67

Meetings, Dialogues & Consultations: 115

Technical Advisory Visits: 5

Technical Advisory Visits: 3

Dagoy Caravan: 4

KABALAKA Camps: 8

Total Activities: 128

Total Activities: 201

Participants: 4,020

Participants: 9,238

* As of January 2017
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IV. Project Framework of CBARAD I & II

The two phases of the Community Based
Adaptation and Resiliency Against Disasters
(CBARAD) Project in Iloilo were implemented
between 2012-2017.
By enhancing DRR collaborations between
the local government, educational institutes
and community groups, the project was able
to target local government employees and
vulnerable groups, including children, people
with disabilities (PWD), and the elderly, in
order to prepare all sectors for disasters.
Each phase had three components that were
intrinsically linked. The long term goal of the
CBARAD Project is to replicate the training
and activities across the entire City of Iloilo
and share best practices with other cities in
the Philippines and around the world.

a. CBARAD I

CBARAD I developed community-level
adaptation and resiliency measures in
five flood-prone barangays from 20122015. These barangays included Balabago,
Buntatala, Calubihan, Dungon A, and San
Isidro.

Project Goal

• Community disaster prevention capacity is
strengthened, thereby resulting in reduced
loss of lives and damage to properties.

Components

• The community and local government units
understand the issues related to disaster
risk reduction.
• Preemptive evacuation system and risk
reduction practices are developed.
• Cooperation between residents,
stakeholders and the local government is
strengthened.

CBARAD I Partners
Universities

Central Philippines
University (CPU)
Association of Disabled Persons – Iloilo (ADP-I)
Japan River Restoration Network
World Food Program

Non-Governmental
Organizations/Foundations

UN-Habitat
Tsurumi River Networking (Japan)
United Architects of the Philippines
Plus Arts (Japan)
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b. CBARAD II

CBARAD II expanded the scope of the
original project (CBARAD I) and reached out
to communities across the city. CBARAD
II fostered Iloilo’s ability to develop
sustainable and inclusive DRR practices,
enhanced disaster preparedness at the local
government level, and provided opportunities
for knowledge exchanges among CITYNET
members.

Components

• Capacities of CDRRMO/CDRRMC and
BDRRMCs to perform DRR activities are
strengthened.
• Capacities of vulnerable groups in
managing disaster risks are enhanced.
• Enhanced collaboration system among
local governments, educational institutions
and communities for DRRM.

Project Goal

• Disaster risk management of the City of
Iloilo is improved through collaboration with
administrative bodies, vulnerable groups
(PWDs, elderly, women, children, etc.), and
educational institutions, etc.

CBARAD II Partners

Office of Civil
Defence (OCD) VI

Central Philippine
University (CPU)
West Visayas State
University
Universities

Civic
Organizations

Government
Agencies

University of San
Augustin

Commission on
Higher Education
(CHED) VI
Bureau of Fire
Protection – Iloilo
City

John B. Lacson
Foundation Maritime
University (JBLFMU)

DepEd Iloilo City
Division

Yokohama City
University (Japan)

Association of
Disabled PersonsIloilo (ADP-I)

Federation of Disabled
Persons-Iloilo City
(FDP-I)
Federation of Senior
Citizens Association in
the Philippines (FSCAP)

USAID - BeSecure
Non-Governmental
Organizations/
Foundations

The Japan
Foundation – Manila
Uygongco
Foundation
Tsurumi River
Networking (Japan)

Private Sector

Unimation Systems Inc.
(Japan)
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Plus Arts (Japan)

IV. Project Framework of CBARAD I & II

c. Comparative Highlights of CBARAD I & II
CBARAD I
128 activities with 4,231 participants

• Vulnerability assessment training
• Collaboration with WFP on rainwater
harvesting
• Coaching on BDRRM plan
• Disability equality training
• PWD-friendly toilets
• Evacuation drill and shelter management
training
• Development of evacuation manual
• River basin and creek management
workshop
• Creek profiling
• PWD profiling
• Fire prevention and mitigation training
• Child-based DRR education program (Dagoy
Caravan)
• Provision of DRR equipment

CBARAD II
201 activities with 9,238 participants

• Establishment of CDRRMC
• Consultations with pilot barangays,
vulnerable groups, and the academe
• Public advocacy campaigns to enhance
public sensitivity towards vulnerable
sectors
• Development of a KABALAKA volunteer
program
• Engagement with communities along
Dungon Creek to increase environmental
consciousness
• Contest that encouraged students to create
inclusive DRR IEC materials
• Collaborative drafting of the 2016 CDRRMP
and BDRRMP
• Development of a DRR Learning Center

Total:
329 Activities
13,469 Participants
15 Barangays Reached
13 Local Partnerships Forged

Infrastructure Enhancements During
CBARAD I & II

• 600+ pieces of DRR equipment for five pilot
barangays
• Ambulance and first responder equipment
• Cisterns
• Early Warning Device
• DRR Learning Center
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V. CBARAD I
a. Introduction
Project Components*

Project Goal

Component I: The community/local
government units understand issues related
to DRR.

• To make Iloilo City a model city in disaster
risk reduction that co-exists harmoniously
with natural water bodies.
• Best practices from Iloilo are shared with
other CITYNET members.

Component II: Pre-emptive evacuation

Project Purpose

system and risk reduction practices are
developed.

Component III: Cooperation between
residents, stakeholders and local government
is strengthened.
*CBARAD I’s three components were called outputs
during the implementation phase of the project. In this
publication the term component is used in order to
mirror the language used in the second phase.

Start of CBARAD I

• Community has little
knowledge on river
ecosystem.
• Community has little
understanding on actions
to take during a disaster.
• Limited number of disaster
education opportunities
for community members.
• Limited availability of
community-specific DRR
resources.
• Irregular emergency drills
in communities.
• Little collaboration
between City Government
and community.

12 CBARAD Project - Completion Report

• Community disaster prevention capacity is
strengthened thereby resulting in reduced
loss of lives and damages to properties.

CBARAD I:
• 128 activities
• 4,020 participants
• 600+ pieces of equipment

Inputs

Outputs

• Community consultations.
• Develop hazard maps
through PRA.
• Create a mechanism to
facilitate cooperation
between the City
Government and
community.
• Develop an evacuation
system.
• Create and distribute IEC
materials and evacuation
manuals to residents.
• 600+ pieces of DRR
equipment and PWDfriendly toilets at
barangay halls.

• Majority of residents in pilot
barangays familiar with
river plants and animals.
• Majority of residents take
preventative measures and
know which actions to take
during various disasters.
• Well-established
community-specific
disaster education
programs.
• IEC and various maps with
information tailored to
target communities.
• Bi-annual community
disaster drills.
• Regular meetings and
consultations between
the City Government and
communities.

V. CBARAD I

b. Lessons Learned from Japan

Throughout the first phase of the project
the City of Yokohama provided technical
assistance in the form of trainings,
workshops, study visits, and technical
advisory visits.
The objective of these activities was to share
Japan’s knowledge and experience in DRR
with Iloilo and provide local representatives
with guidance in order to localize strategies
and techniques, as well as create programs,
plans and operations.

Study Visit to Japan

Barangay captains and personnel from the
Iloilo City Government participated in an
11-day study visit to Japan in order to learn
about Yokohama and Tokyo’s disaster riskreduction initiatives. The visit included 20
sessions on various topics.

Technical Advisory Visits to Iloilo

There were five technical advisory visits from
Yokohama to Iloilo City during CBARAD I.
Over a combined total of 20 days there were
over 43 training, presentation, and workshop
sessions on various topics.

Study Visit to Japan

Participants

Experts from

Topics

Technical Advisory Visits to
Iloilo

• Barangay captains
• CDRRMO officials

• Barangay captains and
staff
• CDRRMO
• Project stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Crisis Management Office
• Health and Welfare
Department
• TRnet
• Plus Arts
• International Affairs Bureau

City of Yokohama
Fire Bureau
TRnet
Kohoku Ward Office
Japan River Restoration Network
Plus Arts
Rainwater harvesting museum

• Disaster management for floods,
fires, and earthquakes
• Emergency information
dissemination
• Community-based DRR and
environmental sustainability
programing
• Accessible disaster preparedness
training

• Evacuation drill
• Evacuation shelter
management
• Evacuation manual
development
• Health and sanitation
practices
• Creek profiling
• River basin mapping
• Disaster education and
drills for children
CBARAD Project - Completion Report 13
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c. Pilot Barangays

In the first phase of the CBARAD Project,
five flood-prone barangays in Iloilo were
identified as beneficiaries. These five
barangays took on a mentoring role in the
second phase of the project and helped other
communities across Iloilo replicate phase I
activities and trainings.
The following is a small sample of
information from baseline surveys that were
conducted in the five pilot barangays at the
start of the CBARAD Project in 2012.
Balabago

Buntatala

Calubihan

Dungon A

San Isidro

Total land area
(hectares)

620

128

1.8

N/A

166

Terrain
characteristics

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

Floodplain

Population

11,688

3,880

1,457

1,567

12,352

Total number
of households

2,782

801

428

292

2,604

Fish vendor,
sari-sari
store owner,
government
employee,
overseas
worker,
laborer,
driver, farmer

Laborer,
driver, farmer,
government
employee,
overseas
worker

Fish vendor,
sari- sari
owner,
government
employee,
overseas
worker,
laborer, driver

Regular
employment,
family
business,
contractual
employee,
selfemployed,
overseas
worker,
construction
worker

Farming,
driver,
vegetable
dealer, food
vending,
boarding
house owner,
skilled
worker

Out of school
youth (13-21)

108

91

86

19

3,056

Household
members with
a disability

45

57

7

5

76

Major sources
of livelihood
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Map of CBARAD Pilot Barangays in Iloilo City

d. Summary of Component I Activities
with Outputs
The community and local government units
better understand issues related to disaster
risk reduction.

change adaptation in Iloilo. The results
provided CBARAD stakeholders with an
understanding of the city’s priority areas and
a baseline that could be referred to while
monitoring and evaluating the project.

How this was achieved:

Participatory Risk Assessment

• Increased understanding of the Philippine
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Act of 2010 and how to locally apply it.
• Strengthening the BDRRM committees.
• Introduction of the CBDRRM process.
• Allocation of BDRRM funds.
• Data collection and management.
• Proactive community education.
• Inclusive PRA.

Training sessions for facilitators on
participatory risk assessment were held
in pilot barangays and sponsored by OCD.
Barangays applied this data to create
community-level risk profiles and created
hazard maps, historical timelines, and
seasonal calendars that were distributed to
community members.

Risk & Needs Assessment

Training sessions for barangay leaders
and City Government representatives
took place to promote the importance of
disability-inclusive DRR. Participants also

An assessment was conducted at the
beginning of the project in order to better
comprehend the status of DRR and climate

Training on Disability-inclusive DRR

CBARAD Project - Completion Report 15
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learned about how PWDs and senior citizens
can contribute to and participate in DRR
activities.

Workshop on Profiling Persons with
Disabilities & Other Vulnerable
Groups

Barangay health workers, nutrition experts,
and barangay leaders surveyed PWDs and
elderly community members in order to
better assess their capacities and needs. The
data that was collected helped the BDRRMC
to design inclusive DRR initiatives that
encouraged the participation of members of
vulnerable groups.

Japan Training Program for DRR
Champions

Eight City Government personnel and
community leaders participated in an 11day training in Japan. Participants learned
about Japanese best practices in DRRM and
how they could be applied locally in Iloilo.
Community leaders and City Government
officials then shared their skills and
knowledge upon their return to Iloilo.

Technical Advisory Visits

Many training sessions were held for
Component I, including a community
evacuation drill session, training on
evacuation manual development, health and
sanitation measures during a disaster, and a
disaster-conscious camp for children called
Dagoy Caravan.
The Dagoy Caravan was attended by 156
students aged 5-13 at Buntatala Elementary
School and was organized by the CDRRMO.
The Japanese non-profit organization Plus
Arts provided 46 facilitators with a twoday preparatory workshop that focused on
creative and fun ways to conduct disaster
education. In the second phase of the
CBARAD Project Dagoy Caravan evolved into
KABALAKA Camp.
A symposium on disaster preparedness that
focused on hydro-meteorological hazards,
earthquake preparedness, communications
16 CBARAD Project - Completion Report

and EWS was also organized. The symposium
had 91 government and community-level
participants.

At the end of phase I pilot barangays
had:

• Reorganized and reoriented BDRRM
committees with more knowledgeable
members and a greater commitment to
building resilience against disasters.
• Barangay leaders understood basic
framework and process of DRR
programming.
• Results from barangay risk assessments
were used to start formulating barangay
DRRM plans.
• Normalized inclusive DRR.
• Regular community education programming
that encourages community participation
and empowered residents to participate in
local DRR activities.

e. Summary of Component II
Activities with Outputs

Pre-emptive evacuation system and risk
reduction practices were developed.

How this was achieved:

• Capacity-building activities on conducting
evacuation drills.
• Training on evacuation shelter
management.

V. CBARAD I

• Workshops on developing evacuation
manuals and maps.
• CBARAD participants were trained as Dagoy
Caravan facilitators and carried out creative
child-centred disaster education camps.

Strengthening the BDRRMC

The BDRRMC is a barangay-level institution
that plays an important role in DRRM.
Through CBARAD the institutional structure
was reviewed and reordered in order to
enhance its capacities.
Volunteers from the Communications
and Warning BDRRMC Sub-Committee
participated in an EWS workshop in
order to develop an efficient protocol for
communicating warnings for floods, typhoons
and other hazards.
Evacuation maps and a communication
network were also developed with help from
the CDRRMO. Volunteers from BDRRMC’s
Evacuation Center Management Subcommittee helped to identify potential
evacuation centers, households in vulnerable
areas, individuals needing assistance during
evacuation, safe evacuation routes and
their alternatives, and the maintenance of
evacuation shelters.
By the end of the third year, the Evacuation
Centre Management Sub-Committee had
identified vulnerable households, evacuation
center capacities, volunteers interested
in shelter management, and shelter
management protocols.
With clearer roles, functions and
responsibilities, DRR capacities of
local volunteer groups were enhanced.
Furthermore, the need to engage residents
living near Dungon Creek in water-level
monitoring was illuminated. Efforts
were made to include these residents
as volunteers in the Communication and
Warning Group of the BDRRMC.

Pilot Barangays Receive DRRM
Response Equipment

Approximately half a million Philippine pesos
worth of DRRM equipment was provided
to pilot barangays. The items had been
identified by CDRRMO as standard items
used in flood, earthquake, and fire response.

Basic Computer Training with CPU

Through CBARAD, 25 people upgraded
their computer skills by participating in
six coaching sessions. These sessions
empowered community members and
enhanced the ability for barangays to
conduct their own data management and
processing.

By the end of phase I pilot barangays
had:

• Developed evacuation maps.
• Evacuee forms and lists of evacuation
centers.
• Distributed maps, evacuation manuals, and
IEC materials to residents.
• Engaged five organizations and 1,731
school children in Dagoy Caravan.
• 600 pieces of DRRM response equipment.
• Established protocols for EWS and
evacuations.
CBARAD Project - Completion Report 17
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f. Summary of Component III
Activities with Outputs

Cooperation and partnerships between
residents, stakeholders and the local
government were strengthened.

How this was achieved:

Collaborative actions with the following
stakeholders in Iloilo:
CDRRMO, PDAO, CPU, WVSU – COC, OCD,
ADP-I, Bureau of Fire Protection, Philippine
National Police, WFP, UN-Habitat, United
Architects of the Philippines.
Collaborative actions with the following
stakeholders in Japan:
Crisis Management Office, Health and
Social Welfare Department, TRnet, Plus Arts,
Japan River Restoration Network, Rainwater
Harvesting Museum.

Collaborations with Local &
International Organizations for
Inclusive DRR Infrastructure

CBARAD partnered with WFP to enhance
the water resource management system
and install rainwater harvesting facilities in
pilot barangays. The five pilot barangays also
participated in GIS training conducted by UNHabitat in partnership with WFP to map water
resource areas.
Many planning meetings and a Disability
Equality Training and Access Audit were
organized to plan for the construction of
PWD-friendly washroom facilities. With
the help of ADP-I, the necessary standards
for accessible toilets, particularly during
disasters, were identified. The United
Architects of Philippines provided designs
and the Iloilo City Engineering Office
constructed the facilities.

Dungon Creek Project

Meetings between CPU and CBARAD
stakeholders led to the creation of a working
committee that focused on the Dungon
Creek Project. This project engaged the City
Government, local communities living along
the creek and the academe. By using the
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creek as an educational tool, awareness of
pollution control and biodiversity in the area
will be raised.

Developing Communication
Strategies

A wrap-up training session for phase I
was organized in order to equip CBARAD
stakeholders with facilitation, training and
communication skills that ensured that
project successes could be sustained and
shared with other communities across Iloilo.
Pilot barangays were equipped with the
knowledge and skills required to effectively
promote CBARAD best practices and harness
the support of all stakeholders. Community
leaders’ communication skills were also
strengthened so that they could become
effective speakers.

At the end of phase I pilot barangays
had:
• Universally accessible toilets in three
evacuation centers.
• Eight fire, earthquake and evacuation
drills were organized with the help of the
CDRRMO and BFP.
• Dungon Creek Development Project
initiated by CPU.
• Drafted an executive order to ensure
CBARAD sustainability.

V. CBARAD I

g. CBARAD I Conclusion

The CBARAD pilot barangays made incredible
improvements in their levels of disaster
awareness and preparedness. By the end
of the first phase, community-based risk
reduction and disaster management skills
were also enhanced.
Thanks to CBARAD, PWDs and the elderly
were now included in DRR planning, disaster
education in schools and community DRR
activities. With the cooperation of CBARAD
stakeholders, numerous clean-up drives,
evacuation drills, and training opportunities
were organized for community members and
city officials.

Overall Results & Highlights of
CBARAD I

• Formulated working strategies and
identified the roles of stakeholders in the
event of a disaster.
• Inclusion of best practices in disaster
manuals.
• Better knowledge sharing and a more
cohesive resiliency program by cooperating
with all levels of local government.
• Residents in pilot barangays understand
their hazard conditions related to flood and
other natural disasters in the community.
• Disaster schemes established in target
barangays.
• Health and sanitation practices in
households and schools strengthened.
• BDRRMC members trained in DRR.
• First responders trained in order to properly
respond to emergency scenarios and
provide a timely response.
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VI. CBARAD II
a. Introduction
Objective / Project Components

To better prepare for disasters by enhancing
DRR collaborations between various urban
stakeholders and targeting members of
vulnerable groups.

Component I: Capacities of CDRRMO/
CDRRMC and BDRRMCs to perform DRR
activities are strengthened.
Component II: Capacity of vulnerable
groups in managing disaster risks is
enhanced.

Component III: Enhanced collaboration
system among local government, educational
institutions and communities for DRRM.

Project Goal

• Continuously developed sustainable
disaster risk reduction practices in the City
of Iloilo to enhance disaster preparedness
at the local government level.
• Contributed information on sound disaster
preparedness practices among the CITYNET
members to improve disaster preparedness
of each city.

Project Purpose

• Disaster risk management of the City of
Iloilo is improved through collaboration
with administrative bodies, vulnerable
groups (PWDs, elderly, children, etc.), and
educational institutions, etc.

CBARAD II:
• 201 activities
• 9,238 participants

Start of CBARAD II

Inputs

Outputs

• No systematic guidance to
Iloilo’s CDRRMO.
• Limited inclusion of vulnerable
groups in DRR activities.
• DRR activities conducted by
various organizations with
little collaboration efforts.
• CDRRMC has a reactive
approach to DRR with limited
involvement in preventative
policies and programs.
• CDRRMO and CDRRMC’s
disaster management
approach is more
programmatic and top-down.
• Communities are treated as
beneficiaries rather than active
co-implementers.
• Institutional arrangement
is weak with the CDRRMO
working nearly in isolation
and detached from other City
offices.

• Trainings based on structured
competency and capacity
development plans.
• Training in Japan on crisis
management, coordination
among stakeholders, PWDrelated organizations, and
flood management.
• Dispatch of experts into the
field.
• Develop a database
management system for DRRrelated data.
• Inclusive DRRM trainings and
workshops for various sectors.
• Conduct collaborative DRR
workshops across sectors.
• DRR policies and procedures
developed to facilitate linkages
between various groups and
the City Goverment.
• Provision of water cistern,
ambulance and other disaster
response equipment/tools.
• Printed IEC materials on
disaster preparedness.
• KABALAKA Gallery
establishment.

• Systematic guidance to the
CDRRMO.
• Increased number of
collaborative workshops and
trainings for DRR.
• Local policies, plans and
programs on inclusive and
rights-based DRRM advocated/
approved by the CDRRMC.
• Enhanced knowledge and skills
on community-based disaster
preparedness and resilience
among CDRRMC and CDRRMO
members/staff and trained
barangays.
• Revised CDRRMO structure
with more permanent staff,
improved logistics, balanced
competencies in disaster
preparedness, mitigation/
adapatation, response, and
recovery/rehabilitation.
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b. Lessons Learned from Japan

During the second phase of the CBARAD
Project the City of Yokohama continued to
provide technical assistance in the form
of trainings, workshops, study visits, and
technical advisory visits. Other support was
provided by Yokohama City University, the
NPO Plus Arts, and the NGO TRNet. Unimation
Systems Inc. provided further support.

Study Visit to Japan

There were two study visits in total with
participants from all three components.
The first study visit had 12 participants
from components II and III. The visit’s main
objective was to provide participants with
knowledge and skills that would allow them

Participants

Experts from

Topics

to implement innovative DRR programs in
Iloilo. The study visit was designed to share
ideas relevant for developing programs and
activities required to fulfill the CBARAD PDM.
The second study visit had 14 participants
from component I. Key CDDRMC members
participated in the training in order to
increase their competencies in DRRM. Iloilo
Mayor Jed Patrick Mabilog, was also in
attendance and led the delegation.

Technical Advisory Visits to Iloilo

There were three technical advisory visits
from Yokohama to Iloilo during the span of
CBARAD II. Over a combined total of 13 days
there were over 43 training, presentation and
workshop sessions on various topics.

Study Visit I

Study Visit II

Technical Advisory Visits

• Project coordinator
• Core representatives of
components II and III

• Mayor of Iloilo
• Members of the
CDRRMC

CDRRMO/CDRRMC, academe,
project stakeholders, social
health/welfare professionals,
EMS professionals, local
community members,
barangay captains

• Crisis Management
Office
• Health and Social
Welfare Bureau
• Road and Highway
Bureau
• Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism
• Safetynet Project
Yokohama
• TRNet
• YCU
• Disabled Peoples’
International-Japan
• Work Nakagawa

• Crisis Management
Office
• Housing and
Architecture Bureau
• Environmental Planning
Bureau
• Road and Highway
Bureau
• Urban Development
Bureau
• YCU
• Unimation Systems Inc.
• Plus Arts

• Crisis Management Office
• Health and Social Welfare
Bureau
• Fire Bureau
• Urban Development Bureau
• Yokohama City Council of
Social Welfare
• Aoba Disaster Volunteer
Network
• YCU
• Plus Arts
• Unimation Systems Inc.

• Supporting PWDs during
disasters
• Flood management in
Yokohama
• EWS/communication in
Yokohama
• Community involvement
in development planning
• Engaging academic
institutions on DRRM

• DRR/DRRM in Yokohama
• DRR collaboration
between academic
institutions and
communities
• Community participation
in disaster prevention
• How to develop an
interactive DRR learning
center

• Supporting PWDs in a crisis
• Community participation in
DRR
• Welfare/education programs
• Evacuation protocol and
coordination
• Evacuation shelter
management
• Fire prevention
• EMS training
• DRR education
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c. Summary of Component I Activities
with Outputs
Capacities of CDRRMO, CDRRMC and
BDRRMCs to perform DRR activities are
strengthened.

Start of CBARAD II

How this was achieved:

• Reorganization of the ICDRRMC and
the establishment of an organizational
structure.
• Creation of a permanent CDRRM Officer
and the assignment of three regular staff to
the CDRRMO.

Inputs

• Conducted trainings based
• Limited training and
on a structured competency
understanding on DRR for
and development plan for the
members of the CDRRMC.
CDRRMC.
• DRRM decisions not made
through a participatory process. • Trainings conducted in Japan to
learn about crisis management,
• Limited availability of City
coordination among
Government resources that
stakeholders and DRR.
strengthen DRR capacities
• Dispatchment of experts in the
of both the government and
field, trainings and workshops
community residents.
for CDRRMO, trainings on
• Communities have limited
organizational coordination and
working knowledge on disastermanagement during disasters.
preparedness planning.
• Acquirement of products and
expertise from Japanese SMEs
and NGOs to produce products
related to DRR and vulnerable
groups.
• Development of a database
management system for DRRrelated data.
• Support provided to CDRRMC/O
to facilitate institutional
changes that will ensure
sustainability of programs and
projects.
• Mentoring sessions/trainings
with barangays on hazard
mapping and risk assessment.
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Outputs
• Regular training for CDRRMC
members and a high
understanding of DRR.
• DRRM planning and decisions
made with the participation of
relevant stakeholders.
• Enhanced EWS through the
installation of one new EWS
device.
• Passing of numerous
ordinances and RAs to ensure
project sustainability.
• Development of innovative IEC
resources to enhance the City
Government’s ability to educate
communities on DRR.
• Improved barangay capacities
in disaster-preparedness
planning and policy/decisionmaking.
• Improved CDRRMC/O
knowledge and skills in
community-based disaster
preparedness that can be
shared and replicated in other
municipalities.

VI. CBARAD II

Community-based Activities
(Component I)

Year I

• Meetings with pilot barangays.
• CBARAD Pilot Barangays' 2016
Planning and Budgeting.
•Facilitators training on CBRA.
•Trainers training on PCVA.

Year II

• CBDRRM orientation to expansion
barangays.
• CBRA (2nd batch)
• Community resilience and fire
safety.
• EMS training.
• Public and maternal health
students from Japan visit Iloilo.

Meeting with CBARAD I Pilot
Barangays

It was decided during this meeting that
the five pilot barangays would coach the
10 expansion barangays under CBARAD
II. They would guide 10 new barangays in
reorganizing their barangay DRRM council,
conducting risk assessments, DRRM
planning, and developing evacuation plans
and maps including the early warning system.
Sessions would be held to identify the exact
processes that barangays underwent that
led them to become resilient communities
and develop a DRRM manual for the barangay
LGUs. This framework will be used to develop
a DRRM manual for the utilization of citylevel trainers so that they can train the rest
of the barangay LGUs in community-based
DRRM.

CBARAD Pilot Barangays’ 2016
BDRRM Planning & Budgeting

Core council members learned how to
identify activities that corresponded with
the four thematic areas of DRR. They
understood the parameters set by the joint
memorandum issued by NDRRMC, DILG, and
the Department of Budget and Management
in the utilization of the LDRRM Fund.

Output

• CBRA training program and regular
community assessments.
• EMS training for community volunteers.
• Pilot barangays develop DRRM plans
influenced by CBARAD learnings.

Facilitators Training on Communitybased Risk Assessment (1st Batch)

Members of the CDRRMC participated
in a three-day Facilitator’s Training on
community-based risk assessment. They
learned how to conduct community-based
risk assessments using Participatory
Capacity and Vulnerability Assessment
(PCVA) tools. Participants included
individuals from government offices,
agencies for PWDs, barangays, the
academe, the elderly and the police.
The diverse participant list allowed for
meaningful discussions on each group’s DRR
vulnerabilities and capacities.
The training included fieldwork that was
conducted in So-oc barangay. Forty-six
residents attended the event and it allowed
facilitators to test their use of various
tools such as the Disaster Timeline, Hazard
Severity Ranking System, and Vulnerability
and Capacity Assessment. Facilitators
learned how to use community experiences
and insights in order to promote safety and
resiliency at the local level. The training also
exposed the need to have additional capacity
building training in risk assessment that
would engage youth to help trained adults
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conduct fieldwork and training exercises in
the future.
Fifteen of the 25 facilitators who participated
in the training also participated in a rollout activity in barangay Taft North. City
Government staff trained in using PCVA tools
also participated in the event. A total of 53
community residents participated in the
assessment and shared their experiences
during Typhoon Frank in 2008. Residents also
provided an analysis of their community’s
DRR vulnerabilities and capacities.

Training of Trainers on PCVA

A three-day trainer’s training took place in
Iloilo in coordination with USAID’s Be Secure
Project. The training focused on water
security.
The Newly-trained Facilitators were from:
• DepEd schools
• Cabalum Western College
• Iloilo City Police Office
• Federation of Disabled Persons – Iloilo City
• City Government
• JBLFMU
Fieldwork was Conducted in Barangays:
• Tabuc Suba
• Lapaz
• Sambag Jaro
These newly-trained facilitators conducted
risk assessments in various barangays
across Iloilo City and assisted in the training
of future facilitators.

CBDRRM Orientation to the
Expansion Barangays

The 2016 DRRM Funds for the City include
an allocation of funds for the conduct of
Community Based Risk Assessment (CBRA)
for 50 new barangays. It was proposed that
in every quarter, 15 new barangay would
undergo a process of orientation for the
barangay leaders on community-based
DRRM, the conduct of CBRA and the creation
of the GIS-based maps of the selected
barangays.
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Community-based Risk Assessment
(2nd Batch)

Participants in the CBRA included 319
citizens from seven barangays. Facilitators
representing PWDs, the elderly, teachers
from the academe, City Government
employees and barangay leaders facilitated
the activities. Facilitators were divided into
two teams, which enabled the simultaneous
conduct of risk assessment in target
barangays.
Nine PCVA tools were used to establish each
barangay’s timeline of disaster experiences,
the severity and impact of identified hazards,
calendar of DRR-related information,
organizations providing DRR support, and
hazard, risk, vulnerability, and resource
maps. Staff from CPDO presented on
activities projects and programs that can be
initiated to improve a community’s disaster
resiliency. CPDO is incharge of reviewing
barangay development plans and allocating
the Barangay Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Fund.
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Training on Evacuation Mapping

A three-day training on evacuation mapping
was held with 136 participants including
barangay leaders, child development
workers and staff from the City Social and
Development Office. In addition to basic
community mapping skills, participants
developed the ability to identify safe routes
and safe evacuation centres in barangays.
The training took a holistic and inclusive
approach to DRR and participants developed
a general understanding of CBDRRM, CBRA,
inclusive-DRR and Iloilo City’s risk profile.
Fieldwork was conducted in four barangays
and on the last day of training, participants
were grouped according to their city district
so that they could collaboratively develop
an evacuation mapping schedule for their
barangays.

TAV II: Community Resilience & Fire
Safety Programs

Experts from Yokohama provided technical
assistance and support for community-based
resilience programs and fire safety in Iloilo.
Participants from different City Government
offices, barangays, the academe, and local
organizations were able to benefit from the
inputs of the experts.
A community volunteer from the City of
Yokohama, shared how citizens can actively
participate in community DRR activities
and how to prepare emergency survival
kits. A captain from Gontazaka Fire Station
and the Yokohama Fire Bureau, provided
technical assistance on Yokohama’s fire
prevention efforts. Aspects of community
development support in Yokohama were
presented by a manager from the Yokohama
Urban Development Bureau to key members
of the CDRRMC and the City Planning and
Development Office. Finally, a manager from
the Disaster Preventing Community Planning
and Promotion Department shared how
citizens in Yokohama conduct collaborative
and participatory DRR initiatives with
support from the City Government.

TAV III: EMS Training

With the support of an expert in emergency
planning from the Yokohama Fire Bureau, a
training session on EMS was organized for
individuals with EMS backgrounds in Iloilo.
Japanese standards in conducting medical
services, including emergency field activities,
were presented and participants underwent
training on using AED kits and Japanese
ambulances. As a part of the CBARAD Project,
an ambulance was donated to Iloilo by CYO
and the City of Yokohama.

Public & Maternal Health Students
from Japan Visit Iloilo

Five nursing students from Yokohama City
University and three of their mentors visited
Iloilo for a three-day study visit. The group
visited a university, public and private health
facilities and two of the five pilot barangays.
Participants met with expectant mothers,
health professionals and practitioners
including nursing students on duty at a
hospital.
At a daycare in Barangays San Isidro
and Dungon A, students conducted
workshops on hygiene and handwashing.
They taught students and parents how
to make baby diapers using plastic bags
and a handkerchief. This workshop helped
community members explore the utilization
of alternative materials in response to needs
during emergency situations.
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Institutional Changes
(Component I)

Year I

• Capacity and Training
Needs of CDRRMC Workshop.
• CDRRMO Plan enhancement.
• Study Visit to Japan.
• First Evacuation Protocol and
Coordination Planning and
Simulation Excercise.

Year II

• Capacity building and
workshop of CDDRMC-Secretariat.
• Conversation series workshops.
• Organizational Development.
• Designing workshop for CDRRMO.
• Second Evacuation Protocol and
Coordination Planning and
Simulation Exercise.

Workshops on the Capacity & Training
Needs of the Iloilo CDRRMC + Followthrough Meeting
Workshop I: Explored the changing views,
approaches and methodologies in carrying
out disaster-related activities and explained
the importance and characteristics of
community-based disaster risk management.
Workshop II: Identified the capacity and
training needs of the CDRRMC intended to
specify knowledge and skills needed for
CDRRMC members in the four thematic areas
of DRRM.
Follow-through Meeting: CDRRMC structure
was revised and RA 10121 was clarified with
help from OCD.

CDRRMO Plan Enhancement
Workshop

The CDRRM Officer presented the hazards
and vulnerabilities of Iloilo while a resource
person from the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources – Environmental
Management Bureau shared information on
water resource management and climate
change. The City Planning and Development
Coordinator shared the vulnerability and
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Outputs

• Passed eight of ordinances and resolutions to
ensure the sustainability of CBARAD outputs.
• Developed a rigid CDRRMC structure with
permanent staff.
• Developed DRRM budget and plans through a
participatory process.
• Enhanced DRR capacities of the City
Government under guidance from experts
from Japan.
• Improved early warning and communication
protocols.

adaptation assessment done with UNHabitat during the city risk assessment. A key
output of the workshop was learning how to
use the allocated DRRM funds.

CDRRMC Study Visit to Yokohama

The training visit increased the competencies
of key CDRRMC members on DRRM issues.
Sessions were held on DRR and DRRM in the
City of Yokohama, and included collaboration
between the academe and communities
in building resilient communities, and
community participation in disaster
prevention.
Key outputs of the visit that participants
planned to share with the community in Iloilo
included:
• The self-help and mutual-help framework.
• Accessibility of information including the
distribution of IEC materials to community
members.
• Promotion of volunteerism among elderly
and youths.
• Emphasized community development
process.
• Strict waste segregation.
• Development of hazard maps in every
barangay.
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During the visit a new organizational chart
was created for the CDRRMC, this chart was
tested during the Evacuation Protocol and
Coordination Simulation Exercise that took
place during TAV I.

TAV I: Evacuation Protocol &
Coordination Planning & Simulation
Exercise

Representatives from the City of Yokohama’s
Crisis Management Office and Yokohama
City University (YCU) organized an Evacuation
Protocol and Coordination Planning
Simulation Exercise for members of Iloilo’s
City Disaster Risk Reduction Management
Council (CDRRMC).
Outputs of the exercise included:
• Identification of the need to revise the
CDRRMC structure and further strengthen
council members’ disaster management
capacities.
• For many council members this was their
first experience with disaster management
and this activity allowed members of
the CDRRMC to identify their roles and
responsibilities.
• Identification of the need to perform
a second Evacuation Protocol and
Coordination Simulation Exercise in order
to test a further revised CDRRMC structure.
A second exercise was conducted the
following year in order to apply lessons
learned and test the new CDRRMC structure.

Meeting & Confirmation of the 2016
DRRM Plan & Budget

Key members of component I met to
complete a quick assessment of the project
implementation status, its direction for 2016,
and how it can complement and contribute to
the accomplishments of the DRRM activities
captured in the 2016 DRRM Plan and Budget.
Reviews were completed of the individual
action plans submitted by participants
regarding the study visits to Japan, the
PDM, and the list of activities submitted
to JICA. Both the Committees on Disaster

Preparedness and Disaster Prevention and
Mitigation later met to review their activities,
targets and budgets in order to comply with
the requirements for the request to release
funds and create the budget program for
DRRM activities. It was decided that all future
budget decisions would be made through
a participatory planning and consensusbuilding process.
After two days of meetings, the DRRM
committee plans were finalized and PHP
12 million was allocated for the capacity
enhancement of the CDRRMC and CDRRMO.
The Committees of Disaster Preparedness
and Disaster Prevention and Mitigation
shall equally share these funds. The City
Accountant and a representative from the
City Budget Office attended the meeting and
provided recommendations and suggestions
on how to further improve the planning and
budgeting process.

Meeting of the Core Group of the
Iloilo City DRRM Council

Mayor Jed Patrick Mabilog and the core
members of the CDRRMC met to discuss
the proposal to conduct an organizational
diagnosis for the CDRRMC and CDRRMO in
tandem with the City Council’s new threeyear mandate. A regular council meeting will
be held every second Monday of the second
month of the quarter in order to report the
accomplishments of the committees and the
implementing units. This regular meeting will
be a platform to monitor the progress of the
CDRRMC and CDRRMO’s implementation of
recommendations from the organizational
assessment report.

Capacity Building & Workshop of
CDDRMC-Secretariat during Disaster
Response Operations
Key members of the CDRRMC participated
in a workshop that redefined the roles and
functions of members of the CDDRMCSecretariat, in line with the mandates of the
CDRRMC stipulated in RA 10121.
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Organizational Development
Designing Workshop for the CDRRMO
Key members of the CDRRMC met to
discuss the strengthening of the CDRRMC
and CDRRMO. This meeting resulted in two
agreements:

1. Develop a proposal on how to
operationalize the CDRRMO.
This includes:
• Organizational structure and components.
• Staffing requirements and qualifications
needed to deliver functions.
2. Create a five-person transition team that
will mentor the CDRRMO for 6-12 months.
This will be supported by an executive order.

First Conversation: Our Resources &
Challenges

During this workshop participants:
• Collected concerns, plans and aspirations
for the CDRRMO.
• Analyzed data.
• Held group discussions to identify areas of
concern in DRRM.
• 14 actionable items were drafted.

Second Conversation: Building
Capacity & Commitment

This workshop presented:
• Basic principles and practices needed
to effectively participate in DRR-related
activities.
• How to build commitment and teamwork
among participants using teambuilding and
structured learning experiences.
The workshop utilized DRR Competency
Learning Sessions structured learning
experiences and teambuilding activities.
Three experts presented on DRR principles
and best practices as a part of the Philippine
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
System.
The presentations provided basic but
comprehensive information on DRR, how
principles and practices are implemented on
the ground as exemplified by the Baguio City
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DRR model and the proper and appropriate
budgeting and utilization of DRR funds. At
the end of the workshop participants were
able to prepare a CDRRM plan and identify
practices that were in place as well as
needed practices; this was done in reference
to the NDRRM Plan.

Third Conversation: Inter-operability
& Manual Writing Workshop
During this workshops participants:
• Revised the NDRRM cluster approach for
the purpose of aligning the City’s DRR
organization with the national model.
• Different clusters wrote their respective
response protocols for hydrometeorological hazards.
• Tested the viability of these protocols
through a table-top simulation exercise.

The three-day workshop had four activities:
• DRR Competency Learning Sessions:
experts shared their expertise on the
Cluster Approach, the Incident Command
System, the CDRRMC/O and the city’s early
warning systems, and hydro-meteorological
hazards.
• Manual writing workshops.
• Table-top simulation.
• Structured Learning Experience and
teambuilding activities.

Fourth Conversation: DRRM Strategic
Planning Workshop
This was the last installment of the
organizational development process of the
CDRRMC and CDRRMO.
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Its objectives were to:
• Craft the DRR vision and mission
statements of Iloilo City.
• Walk CDRRMC members through the DRRM
strategic planning process.
• Develop Iloilo’s strategic plan on DRRM
which was anchored using a balanced score
card.

TAV III: CDRRMC Simulation Exercise

The series of conversation workshops led
to the drafting of the CDRRMC disaster
response plan for hydro-meteorological
hazards. This draft included the response
protocols of various clusters organized under
the Committee on Disaster Response. The
new protocols were tested during the second
simulation exercise at TAV III.

exercise, there are still service delivery gaps.
Identified areas for improvement:
• Better seating arrangement to enhance
work flow.
• OpCen needs to classify information based
on priority.
• Processing information to create maps that
visualize received information.
• Better availability of logistical information
related to public institutions.
• Information flow of handheld radios.
• Synching typhoon warning signals to
ground realities.

This training tested the coordination
mechanism of the General Emergency
Operations Center (GEOC) of the CDRRMC
during a super typhoon by:
• Testing the communication flow within
the GEOC to the clusters and other
stakeholders.
• Testing the disaster response protocol of
each cluster.
• Evaluating the actions to be taken and
decision-making processes of the different
clusters including the GEOC.
Though the council members performed
better than during the 2015 simulation

Innovating DRR Resources
(Component I)

Year I

• Study visit.
• Planning and budgeting.

Year II

• Opening of KABALAKA Gallery.
• Dialogue with coastal barangays
on the establishment of EWS.
• Building inspection checklist.
• Evacuation center management
training.
• Orientation of DepEd Schools on
Inventory of Evacuation Centers.
• Planning and development of
KABALAKA Volunteer Program.

Outputs

• First child-focused DRR learning center
in the Philippines.
• KABALAKA Volunteer Program.
• DRR infrastructure enhancement:
early-warning devices, ambulance,
cisterns, AED.
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Study Visit to DRR Museum/
Education Center Japan

Two City Government representatives
visited the Disaster Reduction and Human
Renovation Institution, KIITO Center, and
the Plus Arts exhibit at the Kobe Disaster
Museum. The visit provided insight into how a
similar facility could be introduced in Iloilo. A
meeting was held with a representative from
Plus Arts to help plan the design of Iloilo’s
proposed DRR museum that was later built in
2016.

Opening of the KABALAKA Gallery

Risk Resilient Infrastructure

Representatives from the City Government
including the City Engineers Office met with
selected universities in Iloilo City to discuss
a 10-point checklist that will become the
basis of building inspections. Resource
persons presented the relevant points of
RA 10121 and the differences from previous
laws. An overview of camp coordination and
management was also shared with social
workers such as the process of setting up
the evacuation center and the organizational
structure.

The City Government organized an opening
of the KABALAKA Gallery housed at the Art
Deck Building of John B. Lacson Foundation
Maritime Museum. The KABALAKA
Gallery (Iloilo City DRR Information and
Exhibit Center) is a facility that offers
an opportunity to learn about Iloilo’s
disaster risks and preparedness activities.
It provides an inclusive and interactive
learning environment to individuals, while
also promoting self-help and mutual-help
disaster preparedness efforts.

Orientation of DepEd Schools on
Inventory of Evacuation Centers

The gallery is the first of its kind in the
country and showcases the DRR work of
local Iloilo residents, captured in videos,
infographic materials and other art exhibits.
Visitors will be educated on what to do
before, during and after flooding, fires,
earthquakes, storm surges and El Niño
climatic cycles. The gallery also features
Japanese disaster preparedness activities,
games, materials and equipment.

This orientation included 65 schools and was
created in partnership with the City Social
Welfare and Development Office and the City
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Office. The data-gathering tool was presented
and provided to participants so that schools
could conduct their own assessments.

CBARAD partners, JBLFMU and WVSU-COC,
helped in the development of the exhibit.
JBLFMU will host the exhibit for six months.
They created instructional videos on how to
prepare emergency kits, different uses of the
KABALAKA scarf, and testimonials of disaster
victims in Iloilo. WVSU-COC agreed to use the
center to showcase the winning films from
their student short film contest and develop
brochures on disaster preparedness, which
shall be distributed to communities.
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The Evacuation Center Management Unit
of the CDRRMC has been developing
an inventory of DepEd School buildings
designated as evacuation centers. This will
provide the City with information on the
capacity and status of facilities in designated
evacuation centers, aid the CDRRMC in
making informed decisions during emergency
situations, and improve the City’s emergency
preparedness and response.

Volunteer Management Unit

A KABALAKA volunteer program will be
launched in order to jumpstart the campaign
for KABALAKA volunteers.

Early Warning Device Installed

Representatives from Unimation Systems
Inc. visited Iloilo to facilitate the installation
of a flood monitoring device in Calubihan
barangay. Three days after the unit was
installed, a barangay orientation was held
for barangay leaders and City Government
officials. Participants learned about the
device’s functions and agreed on their various
responsibilities in the event that a flood
warning is issued.

VI. CBARAD II

Ambulance Donated to Iloilo

An ambulance was donated to Iloilo by the
Fire Bureau of the City of Yokohama through
CYO. With help from a Manager of Emergency
Planning at the City of Yokohama Fire Bureau,
EMS training was conducted during TAV III
for staff with EMS backgrounds from the City
Health Office, Bureau of Fire Protection Iloilo, Iloilo City Emergency Responders, and
selected hospitals.

d. Summary of Component II
Activities with Outputs

Capacity of vulnerable groups in managing
disaster risks is enhanced.

How this was achieved:

• CBARAD created avenues for participatory
discussions and inclusion of the PWDs and
the elderly in DRR activities.

Start of CBARAD II

Inputs

• Limited inclusion of vulnerable • Trainings for Iloilo City PWDrelated organizations in Japan
groups in DRR activities.
to learn directly from Japanese
• Able-bodied community
PWD-related organizations
members have little awareness
using lessons learned from the
on the needs of vulnerable
GEJE.
groups during disasters.
• Dispatchment of experts to
• Limited consultation and
serve as resource persons
collaboration between the City
during trainings and
Government and members
workshops conducted for
of vulnerable groups in the
vulnerable groups including
planning and implementation
city officials, citizens and
of DRR activities.
volunteers with the objective
• Limited availability of
to promote understanding and
inclusive and rights-based IEC
appropriate response during
materials.
and after disasters.
• Conducted inclusive DRRM
trainings and workshops for
the business sector, academe,
barangays and other line
agencies.
• Drafted inclusive IEC materials
and submit to CDRRMC for
inclusion in their IEC.
• Conducted profiling of
vulnerable individuals in 175
barangays.

Outputs
• One third of participants
in DRR trainings/seminars
and workshops come from
vulnerable groups.
• Inclusive DRR activities
are conducted regularly in
communities across the city.
• Through collaborative
efforts and consultations
with vulnerable groups,
IEC materials on inclusive
and rights-based DRR are
distributed to various sectors.
• Trained government officials
and community members
can identify needs and assist
members of vulnerable groups
during a disaster.
• The vulnerable sector became
an active partner in promoting
inclusive DRRM programs.
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Community-based Activities
(Component II)

Year I

• Increasing Awareness of Vulnerable
Sectors towards Disaster Resilience
Workshops.
• Panghangkat Sa Pagtubo sang
KABALAKA.
• Community consultation on inclusive
DRR.
• Community education on emergecy
survival kits with elderly and PWD.
• Pagtubo sand Kapasidad Kontra
Kalamidad.

Year II

• Earth Day Celebration.
• Cerebral Palsy Awareness
Workshop.

Increasing Awareness of Vulnerable
Sectors towards Disaster Resilience
at the ASEC Retreat House, Barrio
Obrero, Lapuz, Iloilo City

Another name for the activity was Paghibalo,
paghanda: Kaluwasan sa Kalamidad. It
promoted safety and resiliency during
disasters and advocated inclusive DRR. At the
end of the activity, participants were able to
articulate what they learned about DRR and
their advocacy for inclusive DRR. They were
able to make meaningful contributions to the
development of DRR IEC materials using an
inclusive lens, and give recommendations
on how to conduct an inclusive disaster
response.

Panghangkat sa Pagtubo sang
KABALAKA at SM City

The name of the activity means “challenge
to nurture concern”. It was based on an
advocacy campaign that was designed to
check the level of disaster awareness and
enhance the sensitivity of the participants
and the public towards the vulnerable sector.
The activity took place in SM City, a popular
mall in Iloilo and participants included
individuals from all five pilot barangays,
members of the vulnerable sector.
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Outputs

• Disability-inclusive DRR
activities to increase
sensitivity towards the
vulnerable sector are regularly
organized.

Participants played disaster education
games such as KABALAKA charades that
checked how well they could recall disaster
and vulnerable group sensitivity concepts.
Participants were given a situation and asked
to demonstrate their answer. Situations
included evacuation drills and assisting
vulnerable groups during disasters.
This activity not only taught participants
about basic DRR concepts but also
demonstrated that many PWDs and the
elderly can be competent facilitators for
inclusive DRRM awareness and to teach
how members of vulnerable groups can be
assisted during disasters.

Community Consultation & Education
on Inclusive DRR
Many elderly people and PWDs from the
San Isidro community met with barangay
leaders, representatives from the Bureau
of Fire Protection (BFP) and Philippines
National Police (PNP) to discuss inclusive
DRR. Representatives from the BFP
discussed response protocols during fires
and highlighted areas in the barangay that
have a high fire hazard risk. Representatives
from the PNP discussed their responsibilities
in protecting the lives and property of
community members during times of need.

VI. CBARAD II

Representatives from the Persons with
Disabilities Affairs Office and the City Social
Welfare and Development Office shared the
knowledge that they acquired on disaster
management practices in Japan during their
study visit to Yokohama.
The elderly participants expressed their
appreciation of the activity because it was
the first time that they were included in this
type of discussion.
In order to properly assess the knowledge
and readiness of residents, in particular
vulnerable groups, a simulation drill was
conducted in the first quarter of 2016.

Community Education on Emergency
Survival Kits with the Elderly and
PWDs of San Isidro

With support from members of the
Federation of the Disabled Persons – Iloilo
City, PDAO, and the CDRRMO, 50 elderly San
Isidro community members learned how
to prepare emergency survival kits. This
workshop educated participants on the
essential items that belong in emergency
survival kits, a demonstration was given
on how to assist elderly with special needs
during an evacuation and a list of emergency
numbers were distributed. Participants
expressed a desire to apply their newlyacquired DRR knowledge in their homes.
By the end of this session, participants
understood the importance of preparing
emergency kits ahead of time and that the
contents of kits depend on the diverse needs
of individuals.

Pagtubo sang Kapasidad Kontra
Kalamidad

This was a three-day training that worked
to strengthen the capacities of vulnerable
groups such as PWDs and the elderly in
disaster management. It addressed many
of the issues faced by vulnerable groups
such as lack of information, and lack of
knowledge and skills in disaster response
and management. In correspondence with
component II’s intended outputs, a handbook

for responders and the community about the
needs of PWDs during times of disasters will
be produced.
By the end of this training participants had
more confidence in their DRR knowledge
and skills and were excited to share this
knowledge with others.

2016 Earth Day Celebration

The Public Information Unit of CDRRMC and
PDAO jointly organized an event to raise
awareness and encourage adaptation and
mitigation practices on climate change. In
attendance were 132 elderly, eight PWDs, and
23 other guests and staff.
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Participants watched videos on global
warming and the greenhouse effect and
played an interactive game on climate
change.
The activity proved to be a big wake up call
for many of the elderly participants who were
eager to take initiatives towards combating
climate change.

Cerebral Palsy Awareness &
Protection Week – Independent
Living

PWDs with cerebral palsy and PWD
coordinators came together for a workshop
during Cerebral Palsy Awareness and
Protection Week.
The importance of independent living for
PWDs was emphasized as a means to
develop one’s self-confidence and selfreliance. Self-empowerment, in DRR and
disaster management, can strengthen a
PWD’s abilities to respond to and manage
risk. Participants learned how assemble
K-kits with special considerations for the
requirements of PWDs. K-kit is the official
name for emergency kits under the CBARAD
Project.

Institutional Changes
(Component II)

Year I

• Consultations with vulnerable
groups.
• Study Visit to Japan.
• Knowledge sharing with Yokohama
on welfare education and
programs.
• The vulnerable sector given the
opportunity to participate in the
planning, budgeting, and
facilitation of DRRM programs as
key partners/stakeholders.
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Year II

• Developing a mechanism for
CSWDO-PWD coordination during
disaster response.
• Orientation on PWD and senior citzen
profiling.
• Collaborations between the vulnerable
sector and various governmental or
non-governmental organizations and
agencies strengthened.

Outputs

• Regular participation of PWDs
and elderly in DRR activities.
• Consultations with vulnerable
groups.
• Profiling vulnerable individuals.
• Members of vulnerable groups
regularly participated in inclusive
DRRM activities and are provided
with facilitating roles.

VI. CBARAD II

Consultative Meeting with Vulnerable
Groups
During this meeting the core vulnerable
groups that CBARAD II would focus on were
identified.

The core vulnerable groups for CBARAD II:
• Senior citizens/elderly - the elderly are
often excluded in DRRM in the community.
• Children – there is no barangay program
that specifically engages children in DRR
activities.
• PWDs – there is poor support given to PWDs
in DRR initiatives.

Meeting on the Profiling of PWDs &
the Elderly

A focal person from CSWDO on vulnerable
groups initiated a meeting to discuss profiling
of PWDs and the elderly in Iloilo City. Iloilo
has been chosen by DSWD national as a pilot
city in profiling senior citizens. The content
of the surveys and budget were reviewed
and partner stakeholders agreed to pursue
the plan to cover all 180 barangays. Focal
persons from each district of the city were
also oriented on distributing surveys.

Study Visit to Japan

During a seven-day study visit to Japan ideas

from relevant programs in Yokohama that
match with the CBARAD-II PDM were shared.
Examined topics included:
• How to provide better support during
disasters for vulnerable groups such as the
elderly, and persons with disabilities.
• Flood management practices and
infrastructure in the Yokohama region.
• Information systems used in Yokohama to
monitor water levels and inform the public
of hazards.
• Community involvement in local
development planning.
• Importance of engaging educational
institutions in DRRM.
Participants were required to identify the
changes that their office would facilitate to
institutionalize the multi-level risk reduction
and management projects.

TAV I: Knowledge Sharing on Welfare
Education & Programs in Yokohama
City
Knowledge on how to localize welfare
education and programs from Yokohama
in order to enhance the DRR-capacities of
vulnerable individuals in Iloilo during this
visit.
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Key outputs of the TAV sessions include:
• Participants learned how to better assist
individuals with disabilities during normal
times and in times of disasters by allowing
them to experience what it is like to have
physical limitations.
• New tools were introduced that empower
PWDs and facilitate their ability to perform
daily activities.

Setting up a Mechanism for CSWDOPWD Coordination during Disaster
Response

Iloilo experienced many fires in 2016, which
unproportionally affected many individuals in
vulnerable groups. During this meeting, PDAO
and its coordinators discussed the possible
assistance and support they could provide
members.
This support included:
• PWD coordinators shall ensure that PWDs
in their area have an ID.
• PWD coordinators shall identify PWDs
affected during disasters and submit a
report to PDAO.

• PWD coordinators shall coordinate with
PDAO to identify available assistance
and support needed by those affected by
disasters.

Orientation on PWD & Senior Citizen
Profiling

The National Department of Social Welfare
and Development Office selected Iloilo City as
its pilot area in profiling senior citizens using
an intake form. The department allocated
funds for orienting and profiling PWDs and
the elderly in Iloilo.
The orientation included 250 participants
including: supplemental feeding workers,
PWD presidents, youth volunteers, PWDs
and senior citizen coordinators, senior
officers and senior citizen staff from PDAO
and Breaking Barriers for Young Adults with
Disabilities.
During this orientation participants were
introduced to the concept of inclusive DRR,
they discussed the forms and did a formcompletion simulation.

Innovating DRR Resources
(Component II)

Year I

• Collaboration with WVSU and ADP-I.
• Collaboration with JBLFMU.
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Year II

• Development of short films,
instructional films, and flyers.

Output

• Inclusive DRR IEC materials.

VI. CBARAD II

Development of IEC Materials

A meeting between the Community Extension
Head of the College of Communications
of the West Visayas State University was
arranged with the Association of Disabled
Persons – Iloilo and other PWD leaders from
PWD associations in Iloilo City.
This activity concluded with a dialogue
between students, PWDs, and CBARAD
stakeholders on the diverse components
of inclusive DRR. It was agreed that short
films and flyers will be produced in order to
pursue the development of inclusive DRR IEC
materials.

Short Film Competition

Inclusive IEC materials were created in
collaboration with the West Visayas State
University – College of Communications.
Fourth year students taking courses in
Journalism and Broadcasting were given
the theme “Empowering PWDs towards a
disaster resilient Iloilo City.” Students were
asked to create a short film, which was
will be submitted as a part of their school
requirements. Five winners were named
from 16 entries. The winning submissions
created a sense of belonging for members
of vulnerable groups, while highlighting their
capacities and diverse needs.

The WVSU-COC will involve their mass
communications students in developing the
materials and will organize a competition in
partnership with the City Government. The
materials will also be displayed at the DRR
Information and Exhibit Center.
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e. Summary of Component III
Activities with Outputs

Collaboration system among local
governments, educational institutions and
communities for DRRM is enhanced.

How this was achieved:

• Active participation of the academic sector
increased the amount of DRR participants
in the city and created more opportunities
for collaboration.
Start of CBARAD II

Inputs

• Limited coordination with
the City Government in DRR
activities.
• Faculty members of
educational institutions have
limited DRR training and
resources.
• Majority of children have not
participated in DRR training
and have limited knowledge on
disaster prevention.

• Majority of educational
• Conduct training and
institutions and LGU focal
information-sharing in Japan
persons trained on DRRM and
to enhance understanding of
conduct activities on DRR
sound practices conducted by
education to communities,
organizations and residents
students, and volunteers.
along rivers.
• An established mechanism
• Dispatch of experts to serve
for school-based, communityas resource persons during
based, civic, interfaith
trainings conducted for local
and non-governmental
educational institutions and
organizations to access city
the community in collaboration
DRR activities.
with the CDRRMO and OCD.
• IEC materials on DRR created
• Conduct joint DRR workshops
through collaborative efforts
and learning visits by
educational institutions and
educational institutions,
City Government.
communities and healthrelated departments in the
Philippines and Japan.
• Produce IEC materials on
KABALAKA Camp and conduct
KABALAKA Camp with
primary and secondary school
teachers, elementary and high
school students.
• Develop policies and
procedures to facilitate the
linkage between the DRR work
of various groups to the City
Government’s DRR programs.
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Outputs
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Community-based Activities
(Component III)

Year I

• Meetings with CPU and orientation
with riverside communities regarding
Dungon Creek Project.
• Symposium on disaster
preparedness.

Year II

• Role of youth in DRRM.
• KABALAKA Youth Camp.
• Disaster prepardness session with
kindergarten students and parents.
• Emergency responder training.

Orientation Meeting on the Dungon
Creek Project

This was the initiation of the Dungon Creek
Project, which will engage partner barangays
and collaborating agencies. Professor De Los
Santos, CPU Outreach Director, presented
to the participants his findings from his
study visit to Japan in June. The meeting
allowed for community volunteers to organize
themselves and it increased awareness of the
importance of environmental preservation in
DRRM.

Dungon Creek Biodiversity Basic
Orientation Seminar

In collaboration with the City Environment
and Natural Resources Office (CENRO)
and CPU’s Outreach Office, a seminar was
organized for 10 vulnerable communities
along Dungon Creek. The Punong barangay
(barangay captains) and barangay kagawa
(barangay councilors) of the 10 vulnerable
communities attended the seminar and
learned about the local ecosystem and
biodiversity, septage management and water
conservation.

Output

• Community and school PRA.

Paghugpong sa KABALAKA:
A Symposium on Disaster
Preparedness

This symposium launched the campaign
on disaster preparedness with elementary
and secondary schools. The partner schools
will assist in the development of DRR IEC
materials with an emphasis on inclusive
participation.

Role of Youth in DRRM

A workshop with youth from the Civic
Welfare Training Service (CWTS) and
Literacy Training Service (LTS) students of
the NSTP class of University San Agustin
in coordination with the university’s Social
Advocacy and Community Engagement Office
was organized. Session topics included
understanding the role of youth in DRRM,
CBRA, PCVA, inclusive DRR, volunteering,
volunteerism, and community work in DRRM.
At the end of this workshop, participating
students were able to describe current
DRRM practices and how youth are engaged.
Participants were also able to apply their
DRRM knowledge and skills to the facilitation
of community-based DRRM activities, and to
recommend actions to increase the resilience
of the community during disasters.
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The following week, fieldwork was conducted
in seven selected barangays: Pala-Pala I,
Pala-Pala II, Gen. Hughes, Veterans Village,
Tanza Bonifacio, Rizal Ibarra and Tanza
Baybay.
Students used PCVA to test their facilitation
skills. Through this activity community
members in the selected barangays learned
about hazard rankings, the different
organizations that can help during times of
need, seasonal calendars, and disaster risk
reduction management.

KABALAKA Youth Camp

This two-day camp organized by the
Volunteer Management Unit of the CDRRMC
inspired youth volunteers to take on
leadership roles in advocating pre-disaster
activities through online and offline
communication mediums. Online advocacy
focuses on using social media whereas
offline advocacy is centered on using
community billboards and printed materials
to promote disaster preparedness. Two
months later participants gathered to share
their progress.

Disaster Preparedness Session with
the Parents-Teachers Community
Association of Doane Baptist
Kindergarten School

The Parents-Teachers Community
Association of the Doane Baptist
Kindergarten School requested a session
on disaster preparedness, and in particular,
how to set up an emergency kit. Kindergarten
pupils were read a story on the importance
of preparing for disasters by a KABALAKA
Volunteer.
The KABALAKA Community Volunteers of
Barangay Buntatala facilitated this session
and engaged the parents in the discussions
on what items are essential to surviving
disasters. The parents discussed how each
barangay in Iloilo should have an opportunity
to learn this lifesaving information and
volunteers should conduct barangay visits
and initiate disaster preparedness dialogues
will all residents.
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Emergency Responder 101 Training
(First Aid & Basic Life Support)

A total of 138 teachers from Jaladoni
Memorial National High School and Fort San
Pedro National High School participated in
emergency responder training. This activity
assisted in the creation of a pool of faculty
members who could serve as emergency
responders. The training focused on first aid
and basic life support. It was facilitated by
the Iloilo City Emergency Responders and
supported by the Uygongco Foundation Inc.

VI. CBARAD II

Institutional Changes
(Component III)

Year I

• Consultative meetings with
educational institutions.
• Conference on collaboration of
the academe and City Government
on DRR and climate change.

Year II

• MOU signing.

Consultative Meeting with
Educational Institutions

DRR priority issues and areas of concern for
the academe were identified at the meeting.
This included the need for:
• A mass DRRM program for the grade and
secondary schools.
• CDRRMC to issue DRRM standards and
protocols.
• DRRM education for university faculty and
staff.
• Establishing a system that activates the
school and community-based National
Service Reserve Corp (NSRC).
• Continuous DRRM program for the NSRC
and extending KABALAKA Camp’s outreach.

Meeting to Kick-off DRR
Collaboration with Educational
Institutions

Results from a DRRM survey conducted by
universities, colleges, and DepEd schools,
was processed. The survey identified DRR
topics and teaching styles preferred by students. This will allow for the enhancement of
collaborations between educational institutions and local City Government to better
target identified needs.

Output

• DRR trainings for schools and
school teachers.
• Promotion of safe schools.

Conference on the Collaboration of
the Academe & Iloilo City Government
on Disaster Risk Reduction & Climate
Change Adaptation
The conference included 139 participants
from:
• 51 elementary schools
• 10 high schools
• 10 colleges
• 9 universities
• CDRRMO
• Yokohama City Government
• Yokohama City University
• CSWDO
• DepEd

Members of the academe and government
officials presented at the conference. The
conference concluded with an Evacuation
Shelter Management Simulation Exercise
from Japan called HUG.
The conference resulted in:
• Commitment signing for the continued
collaboration on DRRM activities between
the academe and the City Government.
• A better understanding for participants of
the national and municipal-level policies
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on the roles and responsibilities of the
academe in DRRM.
• The sharing of DRRM best practices
from CPU and JBLFMU in Iloilo and YCU
in Yokohama sparked a lively discussion
on the role of educators and education
facilities in DRR activities. These
discussions exposed the need to further
clarify the issue of liability during disasters.
• The ability to experience evacuation shelter
management through HUG.
• Identifying the need (through HUG) for
future evacuation shelter management
training and to create localized evacuee
and situation cards.

CBARAD. JBLFMU will house the first DRR
Information Center and Exhibit, which
shall serve as the city’s hub for disaster
preparedness. WVSU-COC will prepare
information, education and communication
materials which shall be used to educate
Illonggos on the disaster risks faced by the
city, with a strong emphasis on inclusive DRR.

MOU Signing with Partner
Institutions (JBLFMU & WVSU-COC)

In correlation with the International Day for
Risk Reduction, Iloilo and two top universities
signed a memorandum of understanding
outlining their continued collaboration in
making Iloilo City a truly resilient city through

Innovating DRR Resources
(Component III)

Year I

KABALAKA facilitator training:
• Refresher session.
• Team building.
• Capability enhancement workshop.
Contests:
• On-the-spot poster making.
• Binalay and jazz chant
• Meetings regarding development of
children's DRR handbook.
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Year II

• Orientation for
JBLFMU-Molo tourism
students regarding
KABALAKA Gallery.

Output

• Children’s handbook.
• Inventory of school buildings.
• Two water cisterns for three schools.
designated as evacuation centers.
• Regular KABALAKA Camps.
• Dungon Creek mobile library.
• Annual IEC material contests.

VI. CBARAD II

Capacity Enhancement of KABALAKA
Volunteers

A workshop was organized that strengthened
the spirit of volunteerism in Illongo barangays
by establishing an inclusive barangay-based
volunteer group, identifying doable activities
which will be volunteer-led and will empower
them to become disaster preparedness
advocates. The workshop focused on the
community-based disaster risk reduction
and management program, volunteerism in
DRR work, leadership skills and teambuilding
sessions. The workshop concluded with
a session to identify DRR issues that
volunteers would like to address.

• DRR Education KABALAKA Skill-up
Workshop: With the help of a representative
from Plus Arts, a KABALAKA DRR education
skill-enhancing workshop for KABALAKA
camp facilitators and DepEd teachers was
held during the CBARAD final evaluation.
The following day facilitators were able to
apply their new skills during a KABALAKA
Camp at Lapaz Plaza.

Ipagkit nga may KABALAKA: An Onthe-spot Poster Making Contest

These identified topics included the need
to conduct community-based education on
pre-disaster activities, coastal clean-up,
establishment of a KABALAKA information
center, organizing the vulnerable groups,
advocating for inclusive DRR activities,
and profiling of the vulnerable groups. Two
months later the participants met again to
share the initiatives that they had conducted
in their communities.

The main theme of the contest was
“Paghugpong sa KABALAKA” (Kahublagan sa
Barangay para sa LApnagon nga KAhandaan
saKalamidad) and highlighted the Japanese
concepts of self-help and mutual-help.
Both winning and non-winning entries shall
become property of the City Government and
the CBARAD project. Entries were used to
inform the public on disaster preparedness,
prevention and mitigation. Winning entries
also received a small cash prize from the
City Government. Participants included 13
elementary schools, six secondary schools,
and four from the tertiary level.

Other workshops and capacity enhancement
activities included:

Paghugpong sa KABALAKA:
Binalaybay & Jazz Chant Contest

• Refresher Session with KABALAKA Camp
Facilitators: New KABALAKA games were
tested among the facilitators. They took
turns providing feedback on how to improve
the games and their teaching skills.
Participants agreed on a new set of games
as well as how to carry out organization and
preparations.
• Teambuilding Exercise with KABALAKA
Facilitators: This activity strengthened the
working relations of the volunteers and
facilitators using teamwork. There were
many activities that allowed facilitators
to get to know each other better, which
allowed for mutual trust to develop. There
were also discussions on how to engage
with students in order to better educate
them on DRR.

The third installment of the “Paghugpong sa
KABALAKA” advocacy campaign took place.
The Binalaybay and Jazz Chant Contest was
open to public schools in Iloilo City. Contest
entries were all original compositions written
in Hiligaynon, the native dialect of Iloilo City,
and the content included inclusive DRR
concepts relating to self-help, mutual-help,
and public-help.
Binalaybay (spoken poetry) and Jazz Chant
(rhythmic expression of Hiligaynon words
and phrases) highlighted the need to embody
the spirit of kabalaka (care/concern) during
times of disasters. This was the first contest
of its kind in the city and the DepEd Iloilo
City Division. Participants included five
elementary school and three secondary
schools.
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Developing Children’s Handbook on
Disaster Preparedness
Four elementary schools and a secondary
school in the DepEd Iloilo City Division
participated in a workshop aimed at
developing a children’s DRR handbook.
School children ranging from kindergarten
to grade 10 were involved in the activity
that was conceptualized and designed by
the school heads who were leaders in the
Paghugpong sa KABALAKA contests.

This child-centered DRR event exposed
pupils and students to concepts of hazards
and disasters as well as prevention and
preparedness activities that they could
undertake in their daily lives in response
to hazards such as fires, tropical storms,
earthquakes, and storm surges.
A visual artist also guided students on how
to create easy-to-understand images and
drawings that illustrated how to protect one’s
self from disasters. The workshop had three
outputs: a disaster preparedness handbook
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for students in kindergarten to Grade 3, a
handbook for students in grades 4-6, and a
handbook for students in grades 6-10.

Orientation Workshop of the
JBLFMU-Molo Tourism Students

JBLFMU-Molo will be training selected
tourism students as guides for the KABALAKA
Gallery while the exhibit is housed at
JBLFMU. Their department chose 20 students
as the first group of gallery guides.
The students were given a brief overview
of CBARAD’s history and how the gallery
came to be. They were introduced to the
facility and learned about various KABALAKA
games and activities. With assistance from
Iloilo City Emergency Responders trainers,
KABALAKA Gallery guides also underwent
training on basic first aid including wound
care, basic bandaging and basic CPR. The City
Government organized this training in order
to enhance the volunteers’ DRR knowledge
and skills while hoping that the volunteers
would develop a lifelong commitment to DRR.
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a. Lessons Learned
Component I
Issues Faced

Solutions

• How to access the CDRRMC budget.
• Lack of coordination and guidance from the
CDRRMO.
• Lack of equipment and manpower.
• Leadership changes in the City Government
made the 50-barangay target for PCVA
unattainable.
• Even with CBARAD training, PCVA
facilitators struggled to collect enough data
to create barangay hazard maps.

• Budget orientation workshops.
• Strengthening the capacities of the
CDRRMC and CDRRMO.
• Develop good leadership and interpersonal
skills.
• Regular training and refresher courses
for facilitators that will focus on hazard
mapping.
• The City Planning and Development Office,
which is in charge of PCVA, will train
more personnel on GIS or hire permanent
employees willing to be trained.

Component II
Issues Faced

Solutions

• Lack of information on accessing the
LDRRMF.
• Lack of staff.
• Lack of appreciation for the capacities of
PWD/senior citizens.

• Office designated to serve the vulnerable
sector will make DRRM activities a part
of annual programming with a designated
budget.
• Designate a liaison officer who can process
and access the LDRRMF budget.
• The LGU must have PWD representation.

Component III
Issues Faced

Solutions

• Lack of communication amongst agencies.
• Lack of coordination between government
and academic institutions.
• The City does not have a uniform EWS.

• Careful planning and preparation when
releasing communications.
• Plan ahead in order to prevent delayed
schedules and timelines.
• Create a framework that promotes
collaboration between the City Government
and academic institutions.
• Stronger collaboration between the
CDRRMO and academe on EWS and
emergency management capacities.

￼￼￼
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CBARAD II

b. CBARAD II Outputs
Component I
Expected Output: Capacities of
CDDRMO/CDDRMC and BDRRMCs
to perform DRR activities are
strengthened.
Accomplishment Highlights

• Trained 98% (64 out of 65) of the CDRRMC
through nine trainings for both the council
and office.
• Participatory planning and budgeting
process among the DRRM Committees
particularly on the PHP12M budget for
capacity building.
• Streamlined disaster response protocols
anchored on the national DRRM standards
and framework.
• Passed resolutions and ordinances that will
ensure long-term institutional change on
DRR.
• Introduced community-based risk
reduction and management in 28
barangays, which led to the gathering of
their risk information.
• Organization of qualified volunteers for the
CDRRMC.
• EWS enhanced through the installation of
one EWS monitoring device in Calubihan.

Sustainability

• Trained over 40 CBARAD facilitators from
various backgrounds. They will assist with
community-based programming such as
CBRA and KABALAKA Camp.
• Oriented 28 barangays on CBDRRM and
have risk information available to help them
make informed DRR decisions in the future
such as for their annual investment plan for
the BDRRMF and the BDRRM Plan, among
others.
• Passed eight ordinances and resolutions
which can guide DRR activities in the future.
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Component II
Expected Output: Capacity of
vulnerable groups in managing
disaster risks is enhanced.
Accomplishment Highlights

• Eight (three senior citizens and five PWDs)
out of 26 (31%) CBARAD-trained CBRA
facilitators from the vulnerable sector.
• 33% (2,794 out of 9,238) of participants in
201 activities from the vulnerable sector
(PWDs, senior citizens and children).
• Eight activities were PWD-led.

Sustainability

• Engaging with community members
to create innovative and inclusive IEC
materials through the establishment of
annual DRR-themed creative art contests.

Component III
Expected Output: Enhanced
collaboration system among local
governments, educational institutions
and communities for DRRM.
Accomplishment Highlights

• 27 collaborative workshops with academic
institutions and the City Government that
reached 3,086 people in Iloilo.
• Nine universities and 13 colleges
participated in CBARAD II activities.
• 22 schools participated in KABALAKA
Camps.
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• 11 trained facilitators on CBRA from the
academic sector.
• 26 trained facilitators facilitated CBRAs in
28 Iloilo City barangays.
• 14 trained CBRA facilitators facilitated
a workshop on PCVA with the 267 NSTP
students of the University of San Agustin.
• Three trained PCVA facilitators facilitated
an orientation on CBRA to 12 faculty
members of the Department of Natural and
Physical Sciences of the University of San
Agustin.
• Five trained PCVA facilitators were resource
persons/trainers of CSWDO’s Workshop on
Evacuation Mapping.
• 20 trained tourism students from JBLFMU
volunteer as tour guides at the KABALAKA
Gallery and assist in KABALAKA Camp
facilitation.
• Institutionalization of the KABALAKA
Program as Iloilo’s official DRR campaign
banner.

Sustainability

• Streamlined future DRR initiative through
diverse partnership agreements between
various agencies.
• Public and private educational institutes
participate in community DRR activities.
• The first child-centered DRR education
center in the Philippines was established in
Iloilo.

c. Passed Resolutions & Ordinances
Regulation Ordinance No. 2015-424
(October 2015)
An ordinance requiring the posting of
emergency hotlines in all establishments,
government offices and venues for events in
Iloilo City.
Regulation Ordinance No. 2015-282
(June 2015)
An ordinance amending sec 3, 5, 6 of
Regulation Ordinance No. 2014-262.

Regulation Ordinance No. 2015-431
(October 2015)
An ordinance requiring both public and
private business establishments, offices,
agencies, schools, and hospitals in the City of
Iloilo to conduct emergency drills among the
tenants, occupants, students, and employees
therein and providing penalty for violations
thereof and for other purposes.
Resolution No. 2015-630 (November 2015)
A resolution approving the CDRRMC
Resolution No. 006 series of 2015 convening
and updating the Iloilo CDRRMC.
Resolution No. 2015-629 (November 2015)
A resolution authorizing the City Mayor, Hon.
Jed Patrick E. Mabilog to sign for and on
behalf of the City Government of Iloilo, the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with
the different academic institutions as to
the enhancement of the collaborative work
between the City Government and academic
sector in building a disaster-resistant Iloilo
City.
Regulation Ordinance No. 2016-335
An ordinance establishing the water
efficiency, protection, and conservation
council of Iloilo City.
Resolution No. 2016-702 (December 2016)
A resolution recognizing KABALAKA as the
official disaster risk reduction advocacy
campaign.
Resolution No. 2016-703 (December 2016)
A resolution authorizing the City Mayor,
Hon. Jed Patrick E. Mabilog, to sign for and
on behalf of the City Government of Iloilo,
the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to
be entered into by and between the City
Government of Iloilo and the Food and NonFood Items Supplier.
(Summary of accomplishments until January 2017.)
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